Can-am F3 Dash Schematic/Application Instructions
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Note: Application of this product is not recommended if you have applied Armor All or other silicone based products to the dash.

1. Using paper towel, wipe application surface with 70% alcohol multiple times letting
the surface dry between cleaning. (Do not use shop towels)
2. Using masking tape, test the surface. If tape sticks to surface you are ready to install.
If tape does not stick or slides you must go back and repeat step 1 multiple times.
Failure to do so results in the 3M adhesive not sticking to the surface and voids any
warranty with this dash kit. Your dash kit will fall off!
3. If (optional) 3M adhesion promoter has been provided, open packet & wipe over
the surface area where the kit will be installed. Wipe only in the application area.
4. Exposing the adhesive, lightly place each piece in the center of the intended panel.
You will be able to reposition the part if you lightly tack the part to the dash.
Once in place, evenly apply pressure to the part by pushing it down.
Scan to
5. Using a hair dryer, warm the parts and apply pressure to each piece.
Be careful not to overheat them as you warm.
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Care: You can use a soft cloth to wipe over the dash or light dish soap and water.
Do not wax or use abrasive cleaners on the dash kit.
Recommended application temp 60 degrees or above. Do not apply in direct sunlight.

Watch F3 Dash Kit Tutorial on WRAPMYSPYDER.COM Dash kit order page.
Installation Questions? Call 866-289-2358

